What do you pay in Dues to the Teamsters?

How much do you pay in dues every month and what do you get for it?
If you’re a United Technician you most likely don’t see your appointed representatives or elected representative on the floor. Nearly 3000 members in IAD, MCO, SFO, HNL, SEA, PDX, GUM have no Local and pay money into Locals that are hundreds of miles away. What a waste of money for poor representation.

➢ How much will our dues be in ALTA? - 2 Times your hourly rate.
   $80.00 dollars a month for Leads, Inspectors, and Technicians.
   Our members will save $240-$420 a year in dues or $20 to $35 dollars a month.

What do UAL Techs pay in Teamster Dues? - 2.5 Times Hourly Rate and More!
San Francisco 856 - $100.00 to $106 a month – Half of SFO UAL members taken by LAX Local 400 miles away.
Los Angeles 986 - $100.00 to $106 a month – SFO, SEA, PDX, HNL and GUM hundreds of miles away.
Chicago 781 - $100 to $106 a month – UAL Techs pay majority of dues but have no voice in the union.
Denver 455 - $100 to $106 a month – Original Local closed. No Local representation on the floor.
Houston 19 - $105.00 to $111 a month – Among the highest dues in the UAL system.
Cleveland 964 - $110 to $116 a month – Among the highest dues in the UAL system.
Newark (NYC) 210 - $100 to $106 a month – Local in NYC an hour drive away from EWR airport.
Orlando (Miami) 769 - $105 to $115 a month – Local in MIA 4-hour drive from MCO 235 miles.
Washington Dulles (NYC) 210 - $100 to $106 a month – Local in NYC 4.5-hour drive from IAD 250 miles

“You don’t have a grievance”, “... the Company can do that”, “We will get them next time”, all common quotes from the people in the Teamsters Union we never see, and pay too much money to every month.

In ALTA 100% of our Dues will be spent on the United Mechanics Class and Craft.
Now more than ever UAL Technicians need real Representation and a Union we control.
Sign a card today and visit our website at www.altaunited.com
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Building a Professional Craft Union for Technicians